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English to Tamil Meaning :D Do: ைச ,  Pronunciation: Add to Favorite: Diversity - ப க த ைமDiversities :: ேவ பா கைளOther Differences : Noun(1) remarkable heterogeneity(2) the condition or result of being changing (1) The museum celebrates the rich cultural diversity of the
Auckland region and its peoples. (2) Now the debate has virtually disappeared, and there is not much diversity of opinions. (3) Management should therefore be considered to increase the genetic diversity of the population. (4) People who reflect the wide diversity that exists in modern Scotland are
necessary for this vital work. (5) So in terms of diversity, aliens are much more important than natives. (6) We select patients to achieve maximum diversity with respect to age and sex. (7) They hoped to use their time today to discuss ways to promote cultural diversity and social inclusion. (8) Government
media must enjoy editorial independence and be open to a variety of views. (9) When the forest disappears, Indonesia's rich biological diversity will also be carried out and will disappear forever. (10) Newspapers were required to allow the impression of a diversity of views(11) He says Auburn's biggest
problem is achieving racial diversity on campus. (12) We are all part of a sustainable, diversity-rich industry with a unique mix of assets. (13) The report opposed the idea that racial diversity on a campus is linked to positive educational outcomes. (14) Elected officials represent a wide variety of cultures
and interests. (15) Important contributions to the project will also come from volunteers passionate about earth's diversity of life. (16) A smaller group of people may mean less diversity, less variety and less dynamism. (1) Cultural diversity :: கலா சார ப க த ைம(2) unity in diversity :: ேவ ைம
ஒ ைமமரப  ேவ பா ப வைக கார  Example of words from TV showsThe best way to learn proper English is to read the news report and watch news on TV. Watching TV shows is a great way to learn casual English, slang words, understand culture and humor. If you have already seen these
programs, you can remember the words used in the following dialog boxes. While you provide a certain cultural DIVERSITY... The Big Bang Theory Season 2, Episode 13 - How? - Everyone knows genetic DIVERSITY... The Big Bang Theory Season 1, Episode 15 English to Tamil Dictionary: diversity
Meaning and definitions of diversity, Tamil language translation for diversity with similar and opposite words. Also find spoken pronunciation of diversity in Tamil and English. Tags for entry diversity What diversity means in Tamil, meaning of diversity in Tamil, definition of diversity, examples and
pronunciation of diversity in Tamil language. Android iPhone App All Indian Newspapers Your Favorite Words Your search history better understand the importance of diversity and inclusion with over 80 diversity in the workplace Read Article Companies should invest in diversity early, and that can be
done with time and effort instead of money. Read Article Fintech's lack of diversity prevents you from keeping your promise, but an industry-wide movement of diversity and inclusion can change that. Read article In open source, as in life, hidden work is not rewarded. Read article Lasting change will
require more than statements of support. Read the lack of diversity of article agencies harming black professionals. It also impairs the quality of the ad. Read Article Learn five key points about the unconscious bias of Tarsha Mccormick, Head of Diversity and Inclusion at ThoughtWorks. Reading Article
There is a truly inclusive culture beyond Pride Month. Read page 2 of the article, Mozilla is building the world's largest public domain dataset to train voice AI. Read page 3 of the article Better understand the importance of diversity and the inclusion of more than 80 diversity in workplace statistics. Read
Article Companies should invest in diversity early, and that can be done with time and effort instead of money. Read Article Fintech's lack of diversity prevents you from keeping your promise, but an industry-wide movement of diversity and inclusion can change that. Read article In open source, as in life,
hidden work is not rewarded. Read article Lasting change will require more than statements of support. Read the lack of diversity of article agencies harming black professionals. It also impairs the quality of the ad. Read Article Learn five key points about the unconscious bias of Tarsha Mccormick, Head
of Diversity and Inclusion at ThoughtWorks. Reading Article There is a truly inclusive culture beyond Pride Month. Read article page 4 Mozilla is building the world's largest public domain dataset to train voice AI. Read page 5 of the article Better understand the importance of diversity and the inclusion of
more than 80 diversity in workplace statistics. Read Article Companies should invest in diversity early, and that can be done with time and effort instead of money. Read Article Fintech's lack of diversity prevents you from keeping your promise, but an industry-wide movement of diversity and inclusion can
change that. Read article In open source, as in life, hidden work is not rewarded. Read article Lasting change will require more than statements of support. Read the lack of diversity of article agencies harming black professionals. It also impairs the quality of the ad. Read Article Learn five key points about
the unconscious bias of Tarsha Mccormick, Head of Diversity and Inclusion at ThoughtWorks. Read Article There is a culture inclusive beyond Pride Month. Read page 6 of the article, Mozilla is building the world's largest public domain dataset to train voice AI. Read article ®3®• federal definition
legislation®®®±®3/4®• which now requires the inclusion of students studying the English language the action or status of including or being included in a group or structure. The composition of these minerals is of a handful of outcroppings containing inclusions of mantle material. a recognizably different
body or particle from the substance in which it is embedded. translation of 'inclusion'®®3', ®... Example ®®®®®2o the programme supports measures focused on social inclusion and equal opportunities. It is not so much an offer of inclusion as it is of insistence on it. The author and publishers cannot
respond to contributions not selected for inclusion. That this is a party that wants to be based on compassion and inclusion is beyond doubt. It would be an entertaining inclusion in any reality show, even in Britain. They ask for our inclusion within the community, but they pursue us to play a significant role
within our own agencies. Each child selected for inclusion in the sample was a biological child of the main respondent. Movements have achieved change by fighting for inclusion within this system. But to foster a sense of community and inclusion, they decided to attach it to the existing building. It tends a
little too much towards freakness, but it is a well-selected 'inclusion' in this context. have been selected for inclusion in the scheme of federal legislation that now requires the inclusion of students who are English learners This year, the place has changed, and there are new people selecting the works for
inclusion. Students regularly have their poems chosen for inclusion in the Poetry Now contest, which publishes books annually. Local companies have been selected, as far as possible, for inclusion in the construction of the new building. The one that increased the most probability was selected for
inclusion in the model. Two reviewers independently selected evidence for inclusion and exclusion. Fortunately, there was no sign of a free inclusion of whiskey in any of the recipes. According to the issue of inclusion, all children in the school are involved. I spent the morning working on the new book of
poems, selecting, sifting and sorting pieces for 'inclusion'. They embrace and are based on the critical importance of diversity and inclusion. By defining himself so securely on his own terms, he excluded the rest of the British Isles from inclusion in it. Psalm 23, which opens this five-section piece, is not an
inconsiderate inclusion. Each of us independently selected the tests for inclusion in the review. Several join parts will then be selected from the resulting lists for inclusion in the workbook. In Victoria, accident statistics are used to select schools for inclusion in the program. We are an included group and
want to include everyone. This eclectic and stimulating collection is as remarkable for its strange inclusions as for its exclusions Strange. We share the same values, but their political practice is exclusionary and not inclusionary. We took four new inclusions and three oldest oxford oxford words and asked
people in downtown Bolton what they meant. Credits: Google Translate Translate
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